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1. Street Stencils – Pick up a few cans of the Rustoleum landscape chalk spray from
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Amazon and create a stencil out of a cardboard box with your website URL on it. Grab
an orange worker vest and hit the streets, putting your box with your website url cut out
of the bottom onto the ground and then spraying it with the landscape chalk, leaving
behind your website url (and maybe a funny saying or image if you want). The spray
lasts for 15-30 days on grass when exposed to traffic and weather, so it should last
around the same amount of time on the street.
Let the balloons do the talking – Place your business card (or a hand written note)
inside of a bunch of balloons and then let them go into the air – between 50 and 100
balloons should do the trick. Then, when your balloons bust, or fall to the ground,
people will find the cards/notes. You could also get your logo printed on the balloons.
Writing on a dirty car – We’ve seen the cars that say “Wash Me” written by someones
finger, but what if you purposely got your car muddy from top to bottom and placed it in
a well trafficked area (shopping center parking lot maybe?) and wrote something along
the lines of “We like getting dirty” and have a website link to a community driven
website that caters to mud bogging.
Washable Glow in the Dark Paint – This is another one you can use your car for. Find
a parking lot that’s busy at night (movie theater or something similar) and put some
writing on your car advertising your business/website/ect. The next time it rains, it
washes off and you’re good to go. You could even get an old beat up car and completely
fill the inside of the car with words and writing – grabbing the persons attention and
having them up close to the car, which will cause a scene and get even more people to
check it out.
Hunting for Freebies – If your target market is females, why not spend a few hundred
dollars and buy a couple designer purses. Once you’ve got the purses, put your business
card inside of them and place them in various areas around your city – in the open, so
people can see that they’re there. Then, put a sign up at a store where people frequently
shop (a purse shop would be perfect) and let people know that there’s X amount of
purses spread across town with a few hints. If you got together with the store owner
ahead of time and bought the purses from them, I’m sure they’d give you as much
promo as possible with their store visitors ahead of time too.
Stretching your dollars – Print a custom design on a piece of spandex material that has
a dollar bill design on one side and your website link and the words “We’re helping you
stretch the dollars your business spends”. You can leave these on counters like you
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would normally do business card marketing or you could even mail the pieces of
material to businesses you’d like to do business with.
7. Koozies at a street fair – In the summer, it’s hard to keep beverages cold, so why not
get some custom printed koozies to pass out to the people walking around wishing their
beer was still cold? It’s a long lasting piece of advertising and at places like street fairs,
you’re bound to find a business owner or two who’s running a booth and needs what
you’ve got.
8. Lose your wallet on purpose – You can generally find a wallet at any dollar store, so
load up on 20-30 of them, put a business card or two in, with a custom printed business
card that is made to look like a coupon, giving the person a 20% discount on your
services if they return the wallet (or keep the wallet and lose out on your awesome
services).
9. Custom Toilet Paper – Get some custom printed toilet paper done and head to a store
that has public restrooms. Add your rolls in and know that people will see your
advertising at all times of the day. Writing the words “Here when you need it most” with
a link to your website, you’re sure to get a few laughs and some traffic to your business.
10. Put a P.O.S. car to good use – Do you own or know where you can buy a P.O.S. car for
a few hundred dollars? If so, get it ready and find classic car shows in your area, drive
your car right into the middle of it all and park it. Then, ensure you’ve got a sign or a
sticker (or 10) on your car with your website and the words “We help you stand out from
the crowd online too”.
11. Testimonials in the wild – Do you have satisfied customers? You should. If you do, ask
them for permission to use a testimonial they write for you as a way of advertising.
Where do you advertise the testimonials? On your site? Sure, but why not think outside
of the box. Print out a simple piece of paper from your printer with their testimonial on
it in large letters, with your url under it. Make 100+ copies and put them up around
town.
12. Power Wash Stencils – Are you a green supporting company who is a bit too scared to
try the #1 guerrilla marketing tactic on this list? Well then, get a custom stencil created
with a few words promoting you as a green company, with a link to your website and
power wash the dirt off of a wall or the concrete on the sidewalk. The world is a bit
cleaner, and you’ve got ad space for as long as that area stays dirty around it.
13. Send potential clients a birthday card – By finding out the birthdays of your potential
clients (either via online channels like facebook & myspace or flat out asking them what
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their birthday is), you’re able to send them a birthday card to them on their birthday –
surprising them and letting them know that you’re not just after their cash; you want to
be their friend too. Where you write your name on the envelope, just include your
website url as well and make sure the card itself is ad-free so they put the card up and
see it for as long as they have it on their shelf, fridge, entertainment center, ect.
14. Print your own newspaper – If you run a blog, why not take 10-20 of your best articles
and turn them into an actual newspaper? You could get 1,000 newspapers printed for
around $390, placing them around the city in areas where your potential clients/reader
travel. Make the front page headline catchy and inviting, ensuring that people will pick
them up – make sure the word “FREE” is printed in large bold text as well so people
know to pick them up. Put a coupon or two inside for your business as well – maybe
even use a whole page to give out coupons so they can share the coupons with friends.
15. Bikini Car Wash – If your target market is males, why not hold a free bikini car wash
and have a large banner behind the area you’re washing the cars with your business
information on it? You could also pass out business cards or other promo material –
they’ll be thankful to take whatever you give them if their car is being washed by girls in
bikinis.
16. Custom Pizza Box Printing – For around $500 you can have 1,500 pizza boxes created
with your logo and design on them. Find a locally owned pizza place in your city and
offer them the boxes, which is something they’ll gladly do since the money that the
boxes cost will not come from their own pockets.
17. Take a photo for free – If you’re a photographer (or even halfway decent with a
camera), head out to festivals and other areas where families gather together and ask
people walking with their children if they’d like a no questions asked photo to be taken
& emailed to them. In turn for giving them a free photo, you’re also marketing your
services (as well as building up an email list – when you send the photo, ask if they’d
like to be added to your email list for discounts and other information).
18. Take free ice cream to their offices – Is there a client you’d love to land? If so, find out
how many people are in their offices on any given day and buy enough ice cream to give
everyone in the building a free ice cream cone. Hire a vendor or borrow someones
movable ice cream stand and take it right to their office as a surprise – nobody can resist
free ice cream.
19. Custom printed coasters – Hit up bars, restaurants and other areas of dining that you
think your target market will frequent and get permission from the owners to leave your
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custom printed coasters on their tables. They’re reusable and they’re going to help keep
the tables a bit cleaner for the people who have to clean up at the end of the night –
win/win situation.
20. Free water bottles on hot days – Find a downtown area with a lot of foot traffic
(maybe even in front of a business that you’d like as a client) and have coolers full of
custom printed water bottles. You can get 200 for around $200 and you’re able to have a
lasting impression on everyone who takes the water bottle – it’s reusable and it’s sure to
cause some word of mouth marketing every time someone asks where they got the water
bottle from.
21. Pay for the initial meeting – No, I don’t mean to buy the potential client coffee
(although you should if you’re meeting somewhere that sells coffee, beer or any other
type of drink). What I am saying is to tear a $20, $50 or $100 bill in half, attach it to
your mailing items and tell the potential client that you’ll give them the other half if they
have a 30 minute meeting with you. It’ll grab attention and is definitely a guerrilla
marketing tactic your competition isn’t doing.
22. Let your customer set the price – Try this out every once in a while – let your
customer pick what they pay you. Don’t give them a guideline of normal rates, just let
them pay what they think your services are worth. If you’re able to detect if the client is
a good person during your meetings, then odds are they’re going to either pay very close
to what your rates are or sometimes they’ll even pay more. This works best with repeat
customers since they know your rates and you already know how they are as a person
from your first job.
23. Get a street team – A simple way to get 10-20 people to promote your business for you
is to offer each of them something for free (free t-shirts, exposure on your website, ect).
Get them together, give them some flyers and let them hit the streets, wearing your
company t-shirts and passing out your flyers.
24. Give away good fortune – Have you ever thought about using a guerrilla marketing
tactic that utilizes good fortune as gifts to potential clients? Why not get 100 custom
fortune cookies to send to the office building of a potential client – with up to 5 custom
messages & dipped in chocolate, you can’t go wrong.
25. The perfect match – For this guerrilla marketing tactic, you’re going to purchase
custom match boxes (32 matches in each box – $44 for 50 match boxes) and get the
words “The perfect match for your business” printed on it, with your website link. Find
out if bars or other areas where people are smoking would mind if you had them there
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for their patrons to use for free & you’ve got instant, in-your-face advertisements.
26. Being cool only lasts so long – This summer, on any hot day, why not get an ice
sculpture created to look like a business man/woman and have it standing in the middle
of a crowded area in your city with a scarf & winter hat, along with a sign in front of it
that says “Being cool only lasts so long – we’ll prolong your coolness” and a link to
your website.
27. One giant snowman – Keeping up with the idea from the previous guerrilla marketing
tip, why not take some time and build a gigantic snowman (10 feet tall or larger) in a
high traffic area with a sign in front of it promoting your company. A catchy tag line on
the poster in front of the snowman would work well. You could also build any other kind
of snow sculpture and use a stencil to spray words directly on it.
28. Mouse pad advertisements – If you’re marketing yourself as a web designer or a
copywriter for the web, why not get some custom printed mouse pads and send them out
to potential customers? Send 10 to each office with a note that says something along the
lines of “…Just wanted to say hello”. Make sure the design for the mouse pads are great
(preferably targeted towards the type of business you’re sending them to) and they’ll be
sure to use them – while staring at your design and website url every day while at their
computer.
29. The writing is on the wall – Grab some good old fashioned chalk (and a store owners
permission) and write “The less we spend in advertising, the less our _____ have to
cost”. It shows that your ad is free and it will also get peoples mind wondering what it is
you’re selling (make sure your domain is written somewhere on there).
30. Extra large laptop – This is one you’ll either have to break out your own power tools
for, or hire a company to build it. What you’re going to do is create a large 20′x20′
laptop, equip with lights inside of it to light the screen and keys up at night – with a
projector playing an ad video for you, or just have your website up with your url large at
the bottom.
31. Stop Motion Video – If you have a camera, you can create a stop motion video. The
beauty of a stop motion video is the complex simplicity. Creating a stop motion video is
as easy as grabbing a white board, a marker and a camera, yet its effect on the viewer
can be jaw dropping.
32. Give Your Knowledge Away for Free – Writing tutorials that showcase what you do
for a living is a great way to spread the word about yourself and your skill level. For
instance, if you're a website designer, write a couple tutorials that show the step by step
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process to designing a website. It will give your potential clients a way to view how you
handle projects and how good you actually are at what you do.
33. Send potential clients a dollar – By sending a dollar bill to your potential clients, with
a note that reads something along the lines of “We can help you make thousands more of
these”, you will definitely grab the attention of the person opening the envelope and can
pretty much guarantee that you'll be getting a visit to your website by them.
34. Plant the seed – By sending a custom designed seed packet to potential clients, you're
not only spreading the message of your business but you're also giving them free
flowers. It's a win/win and a great way to get yourself noticed.
35. Hold a contest – By holding a contest and giving your service away to the winner (or
top three/five), you're able to spread the word about your service and build a reputation
as someone who doesn't just look out for themselves – after all, you're doing something
for free! And what do you do with those who didn't win? Offer everyone who didn't win
a discount on your services just for entering the contest. This works best if you require
the contestants to sign up for your mailing list in order to send them the discount codes,
so you have them on your list for future promotions as well.
36. Comment on Potential Clients' Blogs – If your potential client has a blog, subscribe to
it and make sure you're leaving meaningful comments on each of their articles. Don't
just leave a comment for the sake of being in the discussion, actually take some time and
write something that will give your take on the subject. After a few comments, they're
going to notice your name and face & will be eager to check out your website.
37. Team up with another company – If you're a web designer, you could find a hosting
company who you can team up with and in exchange for recommending their services to
your clients, they'll recommend your design services to each of their hosting clients. You
could also run a special package deal and run it on both of your sites at the same time.
38. Create a sexy calendar – For photographers (or anyone who's good with a camera), you
can contact models from Model Mayhem and offer a free photo shoot in exchange for
the ability to use a photo of them in a calendar. Get the calendar printed up and give
them away to potential clients who would not only enjoy the photos hanging on their
wall but will also benefit from your services (make sure each month has your logo and
website url on it)
39. Take your competitors business – No, don't steal it. What you could do though is talk
with competitors of yours and let them know that you'd be willing to take any overflow
work that they have and even offer them a discount or a “finders fee”. By doing this, you
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know that the types of clients you'd be receiving would be in your target market (they're
coming from a competitor) and you'd also be helping out someone who you normally
would be at war with (not seriously, but you know what I mean).
40. Submit a Press Release – You know, a lot of people overlook this idea because it's
deemed as an old school way of getting promotion, but there's a reason that press
releases are still around today; they work. If they don't get you tons of new business, the
SEO benefits alone are well worth it and Online PR Media knows how to get it done for
you at an amazing price.
41. Membership Cards – If you run an online website or business that utilizes
memberships (or even a one time payment), creating a membership card and giving one
to each of your members is an easy way to stand out as well as have them remember
you. Another benefit is that it's more likely to be saved for a longer period of time than a
business card so make sure your website address and maybe even a discount code for
future business is on it.
42. Article Marketing – This is a topic that seems to be covered a lot but generally doesn't
get thought of as a legitimate guerrilla marketing tactic. Why? I have no idea because it
works and works well. There are obvious SEO benefits to writing for a highly ranked
blog but there are also some more hidden benefits like picking up potential clients and
building a reputation as an authority in your business niche.
43. Temporary Tattoos – We've heard of the people who offer up parts of their body for a
businesses logo in exchange for cash, right? What about getting a group of 5-10 people
together and putting temporary tattoos on, heading to the beach or somewhere with a lot
of foot traffic and just walking around and conversing? They'll eventually wash off, but
the impact of a group of people with tattoos on their faces could definitely last a
lifetime.
44. Paper Cups for Runners – For 318 dollars, you can have 1,000 bio-degradable 8oz
cups printed up with your logo on them that you can offer to hand out at a local 5-10K
race, filled with water for the runners.
45. Leave a great tip – If you're out to eat and the tip should be $3.00, leave a $10 and a
business card. It will be beneficial to the waiter/waitress because you're leaving a nice
sum of money, they'll be sure to tell people about it and I can pretty much guarantee that
with an extra large tip, they're going to check your website out.
46. Name of the Month discounts – If someone visits your website and their name is
“Rebecca” and you have a name of the month, which just so happens to be Rebecca,
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reward them with a 25% discount. They'll see their name on the site which will instantly
put their mind into the mode that the product/service is just for them and be more eager
to buy.
47. Sponsor a local sports team – If you have children (or know someone who does) that
play sports and their jerseys are a bit dated, why not spend a little bit of money and get
them new sports jerseys. They're not too expensive to get made (click here for a site that
makes them) and couple this with a press release that talks about how you're giving the
team new jerseys and you're bound to win some business.
48. Concert Hand Stamps – If you know of a local band who does a lot of concerts, why
not offer to sponsor them (maybe rent them a truck to haul their equipment from show to
show) in exchange for allowing your custom printed hand stamper to be used at the
event? They'll be happy to not have to foot the bill of the rental truck and you'll get your
website url on the hands of a lot of people.
49. Top 10 reasons NOT to hire us – One sure fire way to get peoples attention is to write
a headline somewhere on your website or promotional material that tells them reasons to
not hire you. Obviously these reasons will be things like “Don't hire us if you want a
mediocre website” or something similar. The title will draw them in, the humor in the
article will peak their interest and you'll subliminally talk yourself up the entire time
without directly telling them how much you rock.
50. Street Team Contests – Not only should you have a street team in place that helps do
some promo for you, you should also reward them. Allow people to sign up to your
street team newsletter and let them know that the person who sends in a photo of the
most creative sticker placement will win a prize (whatever prize fits your street team).
Not only will they be more eager to help you promote, the pictures can be used as a way
to showcase to potential clients how 'out of the box' your company is and that working
with you will be a blast.

I hope you enjoyed this free download from Guerrilla Freelancing. If you did, I would love if
you could take a second to send the URL to your friends on twitter, facebook or other social
media websites. Thanks for reading!
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